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The aim of the bachelor thesis “Euroscepticism in the European Parliament: Has the Behaviour of the
Eurosceptic MEPs Changed?” is to analyse political behaviour of eurosceptic MEPs in the European
Parliament. The influence and a number of politicians who disagree with European integration and who
strongly criticizes it has been getting higher in the last years. It also has an effect on the result of
elections to the only directly-voted institution of the European Union. Twice as many of these politicians
gained seats in the European Parliament in the elections in 2014 than in 2009. Two political factions that
associate MEPs whose position is to be against European integration have also been formed. However,
there was only one faction like this in the last legislative term. According to these recent circumstances
this bachelor thesis analyses the definition of the term “euroscepticism” and also the behaviour of
eurosceptic MEPs. Stronger political representation of this political stance means more possibilities and
space for changing these stances to political actions in the European Union. The question remains
whether they are going to use their stronger position for their political goals or they will more likely be
passive and politically inactive.
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